
DAMAGE DEPOSIT - DAMAGE WAIVER 2023 (Ireland)

Grand Sturdy 34.9

    Pénichettes® Aft-Deck

P.1165FB 1 500 € 130 €

P.1400FB 1 750 € 165 €

P.1500R

130 €

165 €

1 500 €

1 750 €

P.1120R

DAMAGE DEPOSITTYPE OF BOAT DAMAGE WAIVER

P.1020FB 1 500 € 130 €

    Linssen

    Pénichettes® Flying Bridge

1 750 € 165 €



BOAT INSURANCE
The Locaboat Holidays fleet is insured for all accidental damages incurred by the boat or caused to third parties through the use of 
its boat. (For example: collision with another boat or a structure).

INSURANCE DEPOSIT
However, as with any insurance, there is a deductible, which must be be deposited as a financial guarantee on the day of departure, in the form 
of an insurance DEPOSIT. The deposit amount varies from € 1,500 to € 2,000 depending on the type of boat rented. This deposit will be returned 
to you in full upon your return*, if there is no damage reported on board by our on-site team following inspection. 

However, in the event of damage, the captain remains financially responsible and will have to pay the repair costs, with the maximum limit set 
by the amount of the deposit.

DAMAGE WAIVER (deposit repurchase) (Note that the All inclusive Package includes the damage waiver.)

The DAMAGE WAIVER  is a non-refundable sum payable by the tenant/renter on the day of departure. The amount can vary 
from € 100 to € 200 depending on the type of boat rented and the length of stay. It exempts the captain from repair costs 
in the event of any damage (excluding « Exclusions » conditions). However, unlike a deposit, the damage waiver is not 
refundable. Please note that a reduced deposit * of € 500 will still be required, even in the event of opting for the damage 
waiver, in order to cover the costs of possible damages incurred, which fall into any category of the insurance exclusions.

* In Italy, the deposit is retained for 15 days after your return.

On the day of departure, you will therefore have the choice between rendering a full deposit for the boat or subscribing to 
the damage waiver (with a reduced deposit). In both cases, you will be asked for a credit card imprint as a guarantee. 
Whichever option you choose, in the event of an accident, you will be required to complete a claim form and inform your 
departure base as soon as an event occurs. Please also note that tenants/renters, their personal effects as well as their own 
civil liability are not covered by the boat's insurance.

EXCLUSIONS OF INSURANCE GUARANTEES
IMPORTANT! The following elements, known as "Exclusions" are in no way covered by the boat's insurance, nor by the 
deposit or the damage waiver. In the event of damage to the boat, caused to a third party or to any structure hereforth 
mentioned in the exclusions, the tenant/renter remains financially responsible and will have to pay the amount of the 
damage, whatever its amount and without limit :

Serious breaches such as:
- Breach of navigation rules
- Driving while intoxicated, under the influence of narcotics or any substances which affect consciousness or the ability

to react
- False declarations
- Intentional damage to the boat, or damages not linked to an accident
- Deterioration, breakage or loss of small materials or on-board equipment (inventory) not related to an accident
- Damage caused to the bimini or convertible (canvas and / or roll bar)
- Crew Interventions of blocked toilets
- Loss, theft or damage to rental bikes
- Damage and costs related to a stranding
- Boat abandonment fees




